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Abstract

Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) is
a popular semantic annotation schema that
presents sentence meaning as a graph while
abstracting away from syntax. It was origi-
nally designed for English, but has since been
extended to a variety of non-English versions.
These cross-lingual adaptations, to varying de-
grees, incorporate language-specific features
necessary to effectively capture the semantics
of the language being annotated. Uniform
Meaning Representation (UMR) on the other
hand, the multilingual extension of AMR, was
designed specifically for uniform cross-lingual
application. In this work, we discuss these two
approaches to extending AMR beyond English.
We describe both approaches, compare the in-
formation they capture for a case language
(Spanish), and outline implications for future
work.

1 Introduction

Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR; Ba-
narescu et al., 2013) is a symbolic meaning repre-
sentation which captures the meaning of a sentence
in the form of a directed, rooted graph composed of
predicate argument structures. AMR was originally
designed for English, but has since been extended
to many other languages. These cross-lingual adap-
tations of AMR vary in their approach to adapting
English-centric AMR to other languages, which
has posed a number of challenges.

In addition to language- or language family-
specific (Heinecke and Shimorina, 2022) adapta-
tions of AMR, Uniform Meaning Representation
(UMR; Van Gysel et al., 2021a) is a recent mul-
tilingual extension of AMR which attempts to be
generally cross-lingually portable.

Approach to cross-lingual adaptation has a sig-
nificant impact on the utility of the annotated data.
Formalisms which have similarly structured paral-
lel annotations are better suited for incorporation

Sentence: He denied any wrongdoing.
AMR:
. (d / deny-01
. :ARG0 (h / he)
. :ARG1 (w / wrong-02
. :mod (a / any)
. :ARG0 h))

UMR:
. (s1d / deny-01
. :ARG0 (s1p / person
. :ref-person 3rd
. :ref-number Singular)
. :ARG1 (s1t/ thing
. :ARG1-of (s1d2/ do-02
. :ARG0 s1p
. :ARG1-of (s1w/ wrong-02)
. :MODPRED s1d))
. :ASPECT Performance
. :MODSTR FullAff)

. (s1 / sentence

. :temporal ((DCT :before s1d)

. (s1d :before s1d2))

. :modal ((AUTH :FullAff s1p)

. (s1p :FullAff s1d)

. (s1d :Unsp s1d2))

. :coref (s0p :same-entity s1p))

Figure 1: AMR and UMR (from the guide-
lines, https://github.com/umr4nlp/umr-guidelines/

blob/master/guidelines.md) annotating the same sen-
tence.

into downstream applications, such as structure-
aware machine translation systems (Sulem et al.,
2015). Therefore, it is critical to understand the
differences between UMR and cross-lingual adap-
tations of AMR, with regard to what linguistic in-
formation they encode, as it will impact the func-
tionality of the annotations.

https://github.com/umr4nlp/umr-guidelines/blob/master/guidelines.md
https://github.com/umr4nlp/umr-guidelines/blob/master/guidelines.md
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Though strong efforts have been made to adapt
AMR to cross-lingual contexts in two directions
(individual cross-lingual AMR extensions, and the
more expansive UMR), there has not yet been any
comparison between the effectiveness and compre-
hensiveness of these two different approaches.

In this work, we examine differences between
these attempts at fashioning non-English-centric
versions of AMR. In §2, we outline cross-lingual
adaptations of AMR, including both annotation
schema and generation/parsing tools, and survey
select adaptations. Next (§3), we introduce UMR,
the multilingual extension of AMR. In §4, we take a
close look at how UMR and a cross-lingual adapta-
tion of AMR handle linguistic features and examine
cross-lingual challenges to UMR/AMR annotation.
Finally, in §5, we discuss challenges for both UMR
and cross-lingual extensions of AMR.

2 Cross-lingual Adaptations of AMR

AMR is designed to abstract away from the surface-
form and syntactic nuance of the sentence, focus-
ing only the basic meaning. In AMR annotations,
nodes reflect concepts and the edges are labeled
with relations between the concepts. Annotation
of AMR concepts relies in part on PropBank lexi-
con of frame files1 (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002;
Palmer et al., 2005; Pradhan et al., 2022), by an-
notating the frame associated with the token as the
concept in the AMR graph.

Though AMR was designed exclusively for En-
glish and was not intended to be an interlingua
(Banarescu et al., 2013), it has now been extended
to multiple languages. Table 1 contains the cross-
lingual AMR adaptations to date, with their publi-
cations as well as the underlying resources (frame
files) they use and the corpus they annotate.

AMR has also been assessed as an interlingua
for Czech (Urešová et al., 2014), Chinese (Xue
et al., 2014; Wein et al., 2022b), and Spanish (Wein
and Schneider, 2021). Xue et al. (2014) explores
the adaptability of English AMR to Czech and Chi-
nese. The authors suggest that, although it was
not designed to be an interlingua, AMR may be
cross-linguistically adaptable because it abstracts
away from morphosyntactic differences. Cross-
linguistic comparisons between English/Czech and
English/Chinese AMR pairs indicate that most
pairs align well, though there are some instances
of divergence due to insertions, for example.

1https://github.com/propbank

Urešová et al. (2014) describes the types of dif-
ferences between AMRs for parallel English and
Czech sentences, and finds that the differences may
be either due to convention/surface-level nuances
which could be changed in the annotation guide-
lines, or may be due to inherent facets of the AMR
annotation schema. One notable area of difference
stems from the appearance of language-specific
idioms and phrases.

Recent work has defined the types and causes
of divergences between cross-lingual AMR pairs
for English-Spanish parallel sentences. The causes
of structural differences between parallel AMRs
are identified as being due to semantic divergences,
syntactic divergences, or annotation choices (Wein
and Schneider, 2021).

In the subsections that follow, we consider four
adaptations of AMR to individual languages.

2.1 Chinese AMR Adaptation
Li et al. (2016) suggested that AMR would be par-
ticularly well adapted to languages which vary mor-
phosyntactically from English, because AMR ab-
stracts away from the surface syntactic structure,
motivating adaptation to Chinese. The Chinese
AMR (CAMR) annotation schema largely matches
that of the English annotation schema, with the con-
cepts being tokens in Chinese instead of English.
Notably, Chinese has very little inflectional mor-
phology, so the AMR concepts more often directly
correspond to tokens in the sentence than in English
annotation. Extensions to the annotation guidelines
are made for Chinese-specific constructions, includ-
ing but not limited to (1) number and classifier con-
struction, (2) serial-verb construction, (3) headless
relative construction, (4) verb-complement con-
struction, (5) split verb construction, and (6) redu-
plication. In the case where reduplication signals
intensified meaning, Chinese AMR annotates this
with another abstract concept, often with the role
:UNIT. Discourse relations are also represented
with concepts from the Chinese Discourse Tree-
bank (DCTB; Zhou and Xue, 2015). These adap-
tations to the guidelines were identified during the
annotation process.

2.2 Portuguese AMR Adaptations
Two distinct Portuguese AMR annotation schemata
have been developed. Anchiêta and Pardo (2018)
annotated the Portuguese translation of The Little
Prince, and aligned the Portuguese sentences with
the English ones (though there is one more sen-
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Language Underlying Resource(s) Corpus Publication

English English PropBank The Little Prince Banarescu et al. (2013)
Chinese Chinese Discourse Treebank The Little Prince Li et al. (2016)
Spanish English PropBank The Little Prince Migueles-Abraira et al. (2018)
Spanish AnCora AMR 3.0 Data (news etc.) Wein et al. (2022a)

Portuguese FrameSet Verbo-Brasil The Little Prince Anchiêta and Pardo (2018)
Portuguese FrameSet Verbo-Brasil News, PropBank.Br Sobrevilla Cabezudo and Pardo (2019)
Vietnamese Vietnamese comp. lexicon The Little Prince Linh and Nguyen (2019)

Korean Korean PropBank ExoBrain Choe et al. (2020)
Turkish [Unspecified] The Little Prince Azin and Eryiğit (2019)
Turkish Turkish PropBank The Little Prince Oral et al. (2022)
Persian Perspred, English PropBank The Little Prince Takhshid et al. (2022)

Table 1: Comparison of characteristics of the AMR cross-lingual adaptations. “Underlying Resource(s)” for AMR
reflect the lexicon or frameset used to mark roles and senses of concepts. “Corpus” indicates the corpus selected for
annotation of the schema.

tence in the Portuguese corpus). This approach
to Portuguese AMR annotation consists of import-
ing the English AMR annotation for the aligned
sentences, and changing the PropBank concepts to
the equivalent Portuguese concepts from Frameset
Verbo-Brasil (Sanches Duran and Aluísio, 2015).
Any linguistic features that cause Portuguese AMR
annotation to differ structurally from English AMR
annotation were adjudicated upon at time of anno-
tation for a given sentence. For example, instances
of implied subjects and the particle “se”.

A second Portuguese AMR annotation schema
was developed shortly afterwards, which translates
and fully adapts the English AMR guidelines to
Portuguese. Duran and Aluísio (2011) annotated
news texts from the Folha de São Paulo Brazilian
news agency and from the PropBank.Br corpus.
The verb senses are again determined by frame-
sets from Verbo-Brasil. Modal verbs, which do
not appear in Verbo-Brasil, are replaced by their
direct Portuguese translations. Linguistic features
handled specially in these new Portuguese AMR
guidelines include use of the 3rd person singular
and indeterminate subjects. Notably, multi-word
expressions are replaced by their nearest one-word
synonym.

2.3 Vietnamese AMR Adaptation
When adapting AMR to Vietnamese (Linh and
Nguyen, 2019), the focus was on demonstrating
relationships between entities and expanding anno-
tation to include labels that mark function words,
tense, and gender. Concepts were mapped from
English to Vietnamese using the Vietnamese com-
putational lexicon (Nguyen et al., 2006), with the
addition of some new concepts. Linguistic differ-
ences between English and Vietnamese that trigger
different annotation include morphosyntactic real-

ization of manner as well as the presence of noun
classifiers in Vietnamese. In English, manner is fre-
quently expressed through -ly adverbs. In English
AMR, -ly adverbs aren’t included in graphs; rather,
they are replaced by a related roleset or a related
nominal or adjectival concept under a :MANNER

relation (e.g. quickly in the surface form becomes
:MANNER (q / quick) in the graph), Vietnamese
expresses manner adjectivally, so such adjustments
are unnecessary. In Vietnamese AMR, noun classi-
fiers are omitted from the representation, except in
cases where a noun classifier is alone (not directly
preceding a noun phrase). Here, the co-referent
needs to be included in the graph.

2.4 Korean AMR Adaptations
Choe et al. (2019) establishes a desire to make
a Korean AMR annotation as similar as possi-
ble to AMR annotation in other languages so that
cross-lingual annotations will be compatible and
comparable, while at the same time bolstering the
schema’s ability to accurately reflect Korean seman-
tics. The main areas in which special adaptations
were needed include the copula and its negation,
as well as case-stacking where multiple subjects or
objects are involved.

Choe et al. (2020) further develops the annota-
tion schema for Korean AMR and releases an an-
notated corpus for texts using Korean PropBank
frames. Annotations were piloted on the Exo-
Brain Corpus, the Korean translation of The Little
Prince, and example sentences for verbs in the Ba-
sic Korean Dictionary; the actual released corpus
consists of annotations on the ExoBrain Corpus.
The abstract rolesets used in English AMR (such
as have-org-role-91) are also used for Korean
AMR. For copular annotation, the use of :domain
and :polarity are expanded.
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3 UMR

The recent development of the Uniform Meaning
Representation (Van Gysel et al., 2021a) aims to
incorporate uniform treatments for linguistic diver-
sity into the AMR annotation process.

Uniform Meaning Representation (UMR) is de-
signed to extend AMR to a cross-linguistically
viable meaning representation. Related work on
BabelNet Meaning Representation (Navigli et al.,
2022; Martínez Lorenzo et al., 2022) also extends
AMR to a multilingual context, by moving away
from English PropBank and instead using Ver-
bAtlas (Di Fabio et al., 2019) for cross-lingual
frames and BabelNet concept inventory (Navigli
and Ponzetto, 2010).

To accommodate cross-linguistic diversity,
UMR incorporates paradigmatic lattices to orga-
nize annotation categories from coarse-grained to
more specific. Annotators are able to use the de-
gree of granularity that is most suitable for the
grammar of the language being annotated. Lattices
produced for this purpose indicate degrees of gran-
ularity for discourse relations, modality, number,
spatial relations, aspect, and temporality. The num-
ber of concepts associated with any given token
(polysynthesis and agglutination) can also vary by
language, so UMR does not require that morpho-
logically complex words be broken down into sepa-
rate morphemes when being annotated as concepts–
however, it builds in the ability to do so where
appropriate to support uniformity.

UMR extends AMR in 3 core ways: (1) it is ca-
pable of annotating low-resource languages, (2) it
more comprehensively annotates modality, aspect,
quantification, and scope for the benefit of logical
inference, and (3) it annotates temporal, modal,
and coreference relations across sentences.

At the sentence level, UMR adds aspect, modal
strength, and quantifier scope attribute roles. As-
pect is annotated for events and states at five base
level values, with finer-grained values in lattice for-
mat (e.g., :ASPECT STATE). Sentence-level modal
annotation comes in three strengths for both af-
firmative and negative (e.g., :MODSTR PRTAFF

for partial-affirmative). The optional scope node
augments predicates.

At the document level, UMR adds temporal and
modal dependencies, plus coreference. Document-
level semantic relations can be created for con-
cepts/events within a sentence or across sentence
boundaries. These document-level relations are

able to be more fine-grained and provide more de-
tailed information than their sentence-level coun-
terparts, for instance, document-level modal rela-
tions are able to mark a conceiver in addition to the
strength and polarity marked at the sentence level.

While UMR follows AMR in using existing role-
set lexicons where possible (referred to as Stage
1 annotation), languages without these resources
can also be annotated in UMR (Stage 0 annota-
tion). During Stage 0 annotation, UMR-Writer
(Zhao et al., 2021) allows annotators to select to-
kens for use as graph predicates and then add those
predicates into a lexicon. Argument structures for
these predicates are added using UMR’s inventory
of participant and non-participant roles. The predi-
cates added to the working lexicon in combination
with their participant role annotation information
can be used to generate a roleset lexicon, moving a
language from Stage 0 to Stage 1 annotation.

Recent work on UMR has produced small
sets of annotations for four indigenous lan-
guages (Kukama, Arapaho, Sanapaná, and Navajo)
(Van Gysel et al., 2021b), an online application
(UMR-Writer) for producing AMR annotations
(Zhao et al., 2021), automatically annotating tense
and aspect in UMR (Chen et al., 2021), and incor-
porating non-verbal interactions into UMR anno-
tation (Lai et al., 2021). Bonn et al. (2023) out-
lined deterministic conversion of AMRs to UMRs,
specifically the roles, rolesets, and concepts.

4 Differences Between UMR and
Cross-lingual AMR

In this section, we compare the specific linguistic
features that both schemata encode, and consider
two noteworthy obstacles/factors to successful an-
notation of UMR or AMR: idiomatic phrases and
reliance on English concepts.

4.1 Comparison with Spanish AMR

In order to perform a language-specific compar-
ison between a cross-lingual extension of AMR
and UMR, we compare what Spanish AMR and
UMR are able to capture for Spanish. We compare
UMR with the Wein et al. (2022a) extension of
AMR, which develops a corpus of approximately
500 sentences and guidelines for representing key
linguistic features of Spanish in AMR. As depicted
in Table 2, we find that most language-specific con-
siderations in Spanish AMR are also included in
UMR.
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Verb Senses. Spanish AMR uses AnCora2 verb
senses, supplemented with specific senses which
are not captured in the lexicon. Language-specific
verb senses are used for UMR. In §5, we discuss
the reliance on lexicons of both UMR and AMR.
Modality. Spanish AMR adds additional sense
for deber (should) and poder (could) to mark
modality. UMR marks modality through the
sentence-level :MODSTR role.
Number for Persons. Spanish AMR opts against
specifying number, while UMR has an addi-
tional modifying role for number of people/entities
(:ref-number).
Pronoun Drop. Spanish AMR adds additional
information for dropped pronouns by incorporat-
ing a sinnombre (“nameless”) concept into the
graph, e.g. first-person-sing-sinnombre for
implicit entities. For example, the following AMR
represents the Spanish sentence Necesito irme (“I
need to leave”), with the first-person pronoun “yo”
dropped.

(1) Necesito irme. ’I need to leave.’
AMR:
. (n / necesitar-01
. :ARG0 (f / first-person-sing-sinnombre)
. :ARG1 (i / ir-05
. :ARG1 f)))
UMR:
. (s2n / necesitar-01
. :ARG0 (s2p / person
. :ref-person 1st
. :ref-number Singular
. :ARG1 (s2i / ir-05
. :ARG1 s2p
. :ASPECT Performance
. :MODPRED s2n)
. :ASPECT State
. :MODSTR PrtAff))

UMR handles all pronouns–explicit, indexed,
dropped, or implicit– via a generic concept (e.g.,
(p / person)) modified by :ref-person and :ref-
number. There is no specific marking to indicate
which of these methods of expression were used,
however.
Politeness. Spanish AMR addresses politeness
by adding a role relation for second person ad-
dressee. UMR adds a an attribute role :polite which
follows the same pattern, as follows:

2http://clic.ub.edu/corpus/en/ancoraverb_es

(2) usted ’you.FORM’
AMR:
. (u / usted
. :mod-polite +)
UMR:
. (s3p / person
. :refer-person 2nd
. :refer-number Singular
. :mod-polite +)

Affixes. Spanish AMR represents derivational
suffixes as modifier concepts, and clitics are also
treated as separate concepts.

How UMR handles derivational affixes depends
on the type of affix and the annotation stage a lan-
guage is undergoing. Languages undergoing stage
0 annotation (where there is no existing valency
lexicon resource) may use an entire surface form
(stem + affixes) as a graph predicate, or they may
choose to systematically drop certain affixes as
part of the lexicon-building process. Because the
spirit of UMR (inherited from AMR) is to abstract
away from syntactic manner of expression, lexical
category-changing derivational affixes will likely
be dropped from graph predicates by stage 1 anno-
tation, with predicates coming from unified (part of
speech-ambivalent) rolesets that will at that point
have been created. Many other derivational affixes
can now be dealt with through UMR graph struc-
tures (e.g., resemble-91 for similative affixes). But
some will need to be resolved on a language-by-
language basis as part of roleset development, as
occurs in cross-lingual UMR.

UMR represents inflectional affixes via :ASPECT

and :MODSTR attribute roles in the sentence-level
annotation and the temporal and modal dependen-
cies at the document level (as in figure 1). The
affixes themselves may also be dropped from the
graph predicate as deemed appropriate for a given
stage of annotation for a language.

Examples of how AMR and UMR handle deriva-
tional suffixes and clitics can be seen in (3) and (4),
respectively. In (3), the diminutive suffix /-ita/ is
dropped from the head concept in the graph and
represented via a :mod role in both Spanish AMR
and UMR. Note that UMR doesn’t have an abstract
concept dedicated solely to the diminutive, and so
the contents of the :mod relation will be unique to
a given language, in whatever form the language
deems most appropriate. The key is that the overall
graph structure is the same cross-lingually.

http://clic.ub.edu/corpus/en/ancoraverb_es
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(3) chiquita ’little girl’
AMR/UMR:
. (c / chica
. :mod (p / pequeña))

(4) mandarlo ’send it’
AMR:
. (m / mandar
. :ARG1 (l / lo))
UMR:
. (s4m / mandar :mode imperative
. :ARG0 (s4p / person
. :refer-person 2nd
. :refer-number Singular)
. :ARG1 (s4t / thing
. :refer-person 3rd
. :refer-number Singular)
. :ASPECT Performance
. :MODSTR PrtAff)

Double Negation. Double negation in Spanish
can sometimes be used for emphasis, e.g. No le
dijo nada a nadie (“She didn’t say anything to any-
one”). Spanish AMR specifies that double negation
is treated the same as single negation (:polarity
-). UMR guidelines do not state whether double
negation receives special treatment, but one idea is
to modify the polarity with :degree INTENSIFIER.
“Se” Usage. Se takes on many uses in Spanish.
For AMR, there are three uses of note.

First, se can be used as a reflexive pronoun, an-
notated via reentrancy in English/Spanish AMR
and UMR. For example, in 5, the reflexive verb
mirarse (look at oneself) forces a reentrancy for se
in both the Spanish AMR and the UMR.

(5) él se miraba en el espejo ’he looked at
himself in the mirror’
AMR:
. (m / mirar-01
. :ARG0 (e / él)
. :ARG1 e
. :location (s / espejo))
UMR:
. (s5m / mirar-01
. :ARG0 (s5e / él)
. :ARG1 s5e
. :location (s5e2 / espejo)
. :Aspect Activity
. :MODSTR FullAff)

Second, se can reflect a passive marker / an omit-
ted concept (e.g. se vende, for sale). In this case,
Spanish AMR uses the token se as the argument
role label. UMR would annotate these passive
markers as appropriate for the language and has
guidelines specifically for passives. Third, se can
be used as an impersonal pronoun (e.g. no se debe
fumar, one should not smoke). Given that se is a
pronoun, the second and third uses of se are han-
dled in UMR using the :ref-persons concept.

Document-level representation, Scope, and As-
pect. UMR expands AMR by adding annota-
tion guidelines for document-level representation,
scope, and aspect, while Spanish AMR has none
of the three.

4.2 Encoding Specific Linguistic Features for
Other Languages

For languages which have less syntactic similar-
ity to English than Spanish does, some language-
specific features that could be accommodated by
a custom monolingual AMR-adaptation may be
more straightforward to handle in UMR than oth-
ers. For example, numeral noun classifiers in Viet-
namese are easily covered in UMR with the nu-
meral lattice. In Korean, UMR’s flexibility towards
representing affixes as concepts allows handling of
case-stacking. On the other hand, specifics such as
reduplicatives (in Mandarin Chinese) are not cur-
rently considered in UMR. Reduplication can occur
in Mandarin by repeating a lexical unit, and can be
indicative of either tentative aspects of emphasized
meaning (Chen et al., 1992).

5 Challenges for UMR & Cross-lingual
AMR

UMR & Cross-lingual AMR face a number of chal-
lenges when adapting to various languages, most
notably in the representation of idiomatic phrases.
Reliance on underlying lexicons leads to graph
structural inconsistencies for parallel sentences.

Idiomatic Phrases. Idiomatic phrases are a chal-
lenge for cross-lingual AMR/UMR because of
the relationship between a phrase’s individual to-
kens and its overall meaning (Urešová et al., 2014;
van der Plas et al., 2010; De Clercq et al., 2012;
Kara et al., 2020). Even within a single language, it
can be difficult for annotators to determine the best
way to incorporate predicate argument structures
associated with the specific combination of indi-
vidual tokens (literal expression) and the argument
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Feature Spanish AMR UMR
In-language verb senses
Modality
Grammatical Number Opted for Simplicity
Pronoun Drop Not specified
Politeness
Affixes (Third person clitic pronouns,
Suffixes)
Double Negation Same as single negation Not specified
Document-level representation
Scope
Aspect

Se Usage
Impersonal pronoun,
Reflexive pronouns,

Passive Voice

Table 2: A selection of linguistic features relevant for capturing meaning in Spanish, showing whether they are
accounted for in each of the two schemata (Spanish AMR and UMR). The specific ways in which these features are
accounted for in Spanish AMR and UMR are detailed in §4.1.

structure associated with the overall (idiomatic) se-
mantics, especially when the expression is not fully
compositional. Graph structures stemming from
the relationships between individual tokens are, to
some extent, unavoidable, and since idiomatic ex-
pressions of the same meaning can vary greatly
across languages, the graph structures associated
with a single meaning can also vary. An effectively
cross-lingual meaning representation needs built-in
considerations for addressing this challenge as uni-
formly as possible during annotation and parsing.

UMR has not yet established final guidelines for
uniform treatment of all idiomatic phrases (but see
Bonn et al. in press for further discussion), par-
ticularly during stage 0 annotation when there are
no existing lexical resources to rely on that might
provide a single predicate argument structure for an
expression. In addition to the difficulties posed for
parallel semantic representations across languages,
this can also lead to inconsistencies across anno-
tators. Still, inter-annotator agreement for small
UMR annotation studies on Kukama and Arapaho,
as measured by Smatch, ranges from 0.76 to 0.92,
which is similar to typical AMR inter-annotator
agreement scores (Van Gysel et al., 2021b).

Given that Stage 0 UMR permits annotation
of tokens into multiple concepts (e.g. compound
words) or of multiple tokens into a single concepts
(e.g. multi-word concepts), we expect that an al-
tered version of Smatch (Cai and Knight, 2013)
will need to be adapted in order to successfully
identify parallelism in meaning when quantitatively

comparing UMRs in different languages.

Reliance on English Concepts. Prior work
has explored cross-lingual differences in parallel
AMRs and to what extent AMR is an interlingua
(Xue et al., 2014; Wein and Schneider, 2021), and
suggests that the AMR annotation schema may be
more compatible with certain languages than others
(i.e. more compatible with Chinese than Czech).

Current cross-lingual adaptations of AMR high-
light this, because some cross-lingual guidelines
require more changes to handle linguistic varia-
tion than others, though the structure of arguments
and concepts remain largely unchanged. The ap-
proaches which use English abstract rolesets for the
cross-lingual annotation (for example, accompany-
01 as the reification for the :accompanier role) ex-
hibit significant English bias because the arguments
for concepts are determined by their English usage.

AMR adaptations vary in degree of reliance on
English annotations and resources, ranging from
simply working with the English AMR guidelines
as a baseline and extending them, to using English
PropBank for sense annotation (Migueles-Abraira
et al., 2018) or aligning English and Portuguese sen-
tences and translating English annotations to their
cross-lingual framesets (Sanches Duran and Aluí-
sio, 2015). A factor that has enabled cross-lingual
AMR extensions for individual languages is the
existence of lexicons in those languages, such as
PropBanks. This is an obstacle to AMR annotation
for low-resource languages. Because many mean-
ing representations require additional resources to
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produce annotations, the lack of prior non-English
resource work poses an issue for future non-English
resource work (Hovy and Prabhumoye, 2021). This
issue has been handled by UMR by developing
a “road map” for annotation of low-resource lan-
guages (Van Gysel et al., 2021a).

Reliance on Frame Files. The quality/extent of
the lexicon of rolesets available for a given lan-
guage impacts AMR/UMR annotation. For exam-
ple, Spanish AMR (Wein et al., 2022a) makes use
of AnCora (Taulé et al., 2008), but despite being
the most comprehensive publicly available lexical
resource for Spanish, it is limited in the senses it
contains, so other adaptations of AMR for Spanish
have opted against its use (Migueles-Abraira et al.,
2018). Thus, even with the “road map” for anno-
tation of low-resource languages in UMR, there
are complexities caused by reliance on external
resources that affect UMR/AMR annotation.

Spanish AMR was forced to add a supplemen-
tary database of frame files / senses when using
AnCora, and Stage 1 UMR annotation will likely
also need to provide additional resources when re-
lying on external lexicons. The UMR Writer (Zhao
et al., 2021) is designed to allow annotators to add
lexical entries to the roleset lexicon file used for
annotation as need arises during annotation, pair-
ing the lexicon-development process with UMR
annotation. Roleset development can be incredi-
bly complicated, however–particularly for polysyn-
thetic and agglutinating languages like Arapaho–so
this feature of the UMR-writer is a vital first step
out of many when it comes to establishing a robust
lexical resource.

6 Conclusion

Cross-lingual adaptations of AMR use the English
annotation guidelines as a baseline, and then make
a set of adaptations for linguistic features specific
to the other language. The linguistic phenomena
incorporated into each cross-linguistic adaptation
also varies by language (as described in §2), be-
cause these phenomena are language-specific.

We conclude that UMR successfully handles the
vast majority of even the more language-specific
features of cross-lingual adaptations of AMR. The
challenges for UMR annotation in need of further
investigation and consideration include the devel-
opment of quantitative metrics, which will need to
account for UMR’s flexibility in multiword/affix
annotation, and the complexities associated with

the generation of roleset lexicons for low-resource
languages. Future work providing general insight
into the morphosyntactic strategies of AMR and
UMR might provide additional insight into their
cross-lingual applicability.
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